A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Reward amounts for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the vessel shall be determined based on the strength of information and shall be at the sole discretion of the carrier. Assured, relatives of assured, or employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect or immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.

TODD & ASSOCIATES, INC.
MARINE SURVEYORS, CLAIMS SETTLING AGENTS & INVESTIGATIONS

STOLEN VESSEL
2005 33’ Power Play Open Fish & 2004 Loadmaster trailer

“Power Play 33”
10” Blue lettering on port & stbd

HIN #: PWN282SFL405
FL Reg #: FL 8343 NA

- Hull: White
- Upholstery: White w/“Power Play” logo
- Canvas: White w/blue
- “Power Play 33” on sides 10” blue letters
- Center console sport fisher, open bow
- Booster seats
- Radar tower
- 2006 Yamaha 250 outboards triple
- Serial #’s: GP2X1005713, GP3X1002509, GPZU1006069
- 2004 Loadmaster triple axle aluminum trailer, aluminum wheels, chrome fenders w/“Power Play 33” on trailer
- VIN #: 4YPAB27334T032939
- FL Trailer License Plate #: S013XA

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: 3541 E 8th Ct, Hialeah, FL 33013
DATE OF INCIDENT: May 29, 2007
POLICE AGENCY: Hialeah Police Dept (305) 687-2500
Police Rept #: 07-21211

$8,000.00
REWARD
$8,000.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Reward amounts for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the vessel shall be determined based on the strength of information and shall be at the sole discretion of the carrier. Assured, relatives of assured, or employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect or immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.